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FAQs re Lifesaving

Question – How do I register for the group competition (including pairs for Doubles etc.) when I am participating in the team competition?

Each participant must register in the entry system individually, when applying for the team sport (including pairs for Doubles etc.).

The entry procedure of the group competition, in the entry system on the WEB, is as follows. (There are also group competitions with different entry procedures.) Example: Judo (team competition))

1 First, the representative of the team will enter as a 'team representative'. That will lead to a 'team' entry.

2 If the 'member of the team' is confirmed at the time of the entry, by entering member’s e-mail address, all members of the team will receive entry form to the 'Team' automatically after team representative completed all transactions related to his/her entry registration.

3 Each member of the team who receives the invitation e-mail needs to complete entry
registration individually as a member of the team.

4 In addition, the difference between register as a 'Team representative' and 'Member of the team' is as follows. 'Team representative' will choose 'Create Team' on the 'Step 5 Competition Entry Information' screen at the time of registration, and 'Member of the Team' select the participating team from the 'List of invited team'.

※ In case there are more than one person becomes a 'Team representative', and created different teams for one group, you cannot integrate teams into a single team.

**Question** – I am planning to register as a team member of the group competition (including pairs of doubles, etc.), however an invitation e-mail from the team representative is not delivered to me yet. What should I do?

A team representative will send an email after he/she completed the entry (transaction completed).

First, make sure that the team representative has completed the entry and that your e-mail address has been added to the e-mail list by the team representative.

In addition, if you have anti-spam countermeasures, etc., you may not receive the e-mail correctly. We apologize for the inconvenience, but please change your setting to receive an e-mail from "wmg2021.jp" so that you can receive e-mail from us.

**Question** – Are there any eligibility/restrictions required for participating in Lifesaving competition?

Minimum age is 25 (born on or before December 31, 1996) and the athlete must be enrolled in a certified lifesaving club.